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 Distributed generation is understood as all those sources of electrical energy 
that are connected in the electricity distribution networks. These distribution 
networks have been planned with wide operating margins, which together with 
the characteristic that energy flows are unidirectional (from the substation to 
consumers) allow them to be operated passively. This means that they are not 
subject to constant monitoring of the network status variables (ie voltages, 
flows), so these networks are managed with little supervision since that is more 
economical. The objective of this research is to investigate the economic impact 
that is presented within the university for a better presetting in the low voltage 
lines for them, the causes and effects that can be committed when installing 
them have been investigated, in addition to making a bibliographic review of 
how in other countries and within our city Portoviejo is distributed in low 
voltage and its consequences or benefits. 
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1.  Introduction 
 

This article begins with a review of the configurations of power distribution networks used in different 
parts of the world. The transfer function for different sections in isolated low voltage networks will then be 
analyzed, radiation caused by PLC technology and the effect of electromagnetic interference with radio 
frequency communications, especially in some specific bandwidths, will be considered. A model of the PLC 
channel that includes some of its main characteristics is also proposed, and finally, the article closes with the 
pertinent conclusions (Mora, 2005). 

Low voltage networks make up the final stage within the electricity supply chain, finally connecting all 
regulated customers, which although have reduced individual power requirements, together form an 
important block of energy demand electrical for the distribution system (Aguirre, 2007). 

The selection of insulated cables have different advantages, by reducing the short circuits between 
conductors, which normally cause interruptions of the service, and the problems of wooded areas are solved, 
not only by the contacts that the branches can cause, but also by the greater resistance from the cable 
assemblies to the fall of them or even trees.  

Since it is possible to bring the conductors closer until the cables are in contact, the lines have a 
significantly lower reactance (of the order of the third part) than the networks with bare conductors. As in the 
low voltage distribution, the limiting condition is the voltage drop, it is possible to increase the transmission 
capacity to such an extent that in certain cases insulated cables with conductors of a smaller section than 
those placed on insulators can be provided. 
 
 
2.  Materials and Methods 

 
In the beginning, the lines were direct current (single voltage), it is not known whether because Edison 

ignored the advantages of alternating current indicated, among others, by his employee Nicolas Tesla or 
because his partner  Morgan controlled, the copper market , and to electrify New York in direct current it was 
necessary to bury a lot (Miravalles, 2016). 

Electricity is a vitally important input for the economy because it is used practically in the production of all 
goods or services, as well as in the daily activities of any person. The demand for electricity has grown rapidly, 
along with technological development and the advancement of computer and communications systems. 
Therefore, per capita, electricity consumption goes in direct proportion to economic development (Rivero, 
2010). 

With the passing of time, different types of regulations have been increased for the electrical engineer, 
workers in the electrical system and construction regulations. According to the electricity management 
agreement in Ecuador. 

 
 
3.  Results and Discussions 

 
3.1 Resolution No. ARCONEL-018/18 

 
That, Article 83 of the LOSPEE, in its pertinent part, provides that “… The Ministry of Electricity and 

Renewable Energy or companies public of provision of the public service of electrical energy, they will be able 
to establish easements for the infrastructure of lines of transmission and electrical distribution and other own 
facilities of the electrical service”; Performing recycling and solid waste activities is essential because they 
generate biogas, composed of almost 50% methane. It is known because it is one of the gases involved in 
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climate change. It is important for Ecuador and other countries of the world because collecting solid waste 
creates another type of sustainable energy.  

That, through Ministerial Agreement No. 01-245 of July 13, 2001, published in the Official Registry No. 382 
of August 2, 2001, the Ecuadorian Code of Practice CPE INEN 19 (National Electrical Code) was issued. This 
code provides that the National Electric Safety Code, ANSI C2, be used for safety distances in installations of 
more than 600 V nominal;  

That, in the Official Registry Number 41 of March 14, 2007, the environmental technical standards for the 
prevention and control of environmental pollution related to electrical infrastructure, telecommunications 
and transport (ports and airports), contained in Annex 10 were published denominated “Standard of Non-
Ionizing Radiation of Electromagnetic Fields”, same as in its Table No. 2 it establishes the width of the 
easement strips for lines with voltage levels of 69 kV, 138 kV and 230 kV (Widharma, 2017). 

 
3.2 Characteristics of the low voltage lines and their conductors 

 
Voltages below 1 kV that are further reduced so that they can be used in industry, street lighting, and 

home. The tensions most used in the industry are 220, 380 and 440 volts of alternating current and in homes 
between 110 and 120 volts for most of the countries of America and 220 volts for Europe.  

It should be noted that the tensions that are used in the industry and that that reaches our homes are 
alternating (AC), whose frequency in America is 60 Hertz (Hz), and in Europe 50 Hertz  

The method of transporting and / or Distribution of electricity is by means of bare aerial cables that are 
not supported by towers/ poles, we will discuss the types of towers or poles most used in low and high 
voltage lines (Miravalles, 2010). 

Injections, withdrawals or failures of each power generator affect the costs incurred by other network 
operators and may result in interruptions or fluctuations in the frequency or voltage of the electric current. 
Additions to the transmission network benefit both generators and consumers. The transmission has network 
externalities that can be positive or negative. 

Current electricity transmission networks are technically capable in the efficient use of power plants 
dispersed throughout a territory. It is possible to substitute in real time the production of plants with high 
costs, with that of plants with lower marginal costs. It is also feasible to save the required reserve capacity, to 
reach a certain level of reliability in the network.  

The distribution networks of medium and low voltage are characterized by presenting economies of 
density that justify the granting of exclusive rights over territory. Distribution has characteristics similar to a 
transmission, although in this case there may be several regional monopolies (Rivero, 2010). 

 
3.3 Economy in drivers 

 
The most economical driver is determined by scoring on various sections, and it is the one for which the 

sum of the annual cost of energy losses and annual financial charges is minimal. Such comparison, made for 
fixed conditions, that is, for a given value and character of the load, type of construction, transmission 
distance, and voltage, can include all costs without taking into account how little or many such costs are 
affecting.  The driver section. But if the most economical driver section is determined by formulas such as 
those indicated in the following paragraph, it is necessary that all costs affected by the driver section be 
included in P, cost per unit of weight. 

 

 
Figure 1. Design of a single-conductor cable for voltages between 2kV and 5kV 
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The pre-assembled cable will consist of multiple phases and/ or lighting conductors, whose function is only 
electric, and a neutral conductor that also assumes the mechanical function. The conductors for the phases 
will be of pure aluminum or soft copper, and the carrier of aluminum alloy or hard copper, as indicated later 
in this specification. The insulation of all conductors will be through a layer of cross-linked polyethylene 
(XLPE) (ENDESA, 2007). 

The material of the neutral bearing conductor will be made of ASTM6201 aluminum alloy - T81 state, both 
for the cables used in the distribution network and for Public Lighting cables, and of hard electrolytic copper 
in the pre-assembled copper cables. In both cases, the section will be circular not compact. The sections 
required for aluminum alloy bearing neutral conductors, corresponding to each phase conductor section. 

The proper installation of a power cable system represents a large part of the maintenance expense in 
subsequent years since depending on the care and considerations taken for such installation will be the 
quality of service offered. 

One of the most important issues is maintenance, a rather neglected area in many industries that use 
power cables as a power element and must be taken seriously, which must be programmed according to the 
possibilities and importance of the circuit. 

For the rest, it is important to note that as planned in the area of cables in recent years and its vertiginous 
development in both the technology used in the construction and installation, and despite its high initial cost, 
the installation of cables Energy will be much more requested due to the advantages obtained by opting for 
the use of power cables. 

In the words of some experts, the standards have not been designed so that the facilities are well done, but 
to prevent a malfunction, avoid accidents during or after some installation, and the optimization of the 
installation corresponds to who designs and installs. Another criterion follows that if installation is safe and 
goes according to the standards, then it is a guarantee that it is well done. After all, the cost of having a human 
loss is invaluable and irreparable, which is why it is a primary requirement to never allow the personnel 
working to perform a dangerous action in order to save time or even money. 

 
 

4.  Conclusion 
 

For the installation of a cable system it is essential to make a cost-benefit projection and from there take 
decisions that have to do with the material to be used as an insulating element, the conductor material, the 
type of joints, terminals and all its other elements, and that a wrong decision can cause great economic losses. 
The main care that must be considered in the installation in a cable system is that the physical integrity of the 
personnel performing the installation must be monitored at all times, use the right tools and respect the rules. 
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